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Measurements wpre made of the energy ·spectrum and the mean energy of the external proton 

beam of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research 6 meter synchrocyclotron a.t various 

ac~eleration rejillies. The spectrum is described by the Gaussian curve. with the dispersion 
. -~ ' . ' . 

(2~8 :!: O.J)Mev. The mean energy was determined with the accuracy of o.I5~. 

Introduction 

The intensive proton b~am extracted from the· Joint Ins'titute for Nuclear Research synchro

cyclotron1) made it possible to carry out experiments ~nwhich the accuracy of measurements of 

the pa.:t1:icle intera.c'tion cross sections· could be made equal to some per cent. However, to reach 

such an accuracy is possible .only in ,the case when the thorough measuring of proton ''beam ener,;y 

is made silllllltaneously with determination of 'the cross..section values. '!'he reason oi' t'his is 
. . . 

the rapid i.ncrease of cross sections with energies especially in the region close to the 

"threshold" of the in.Y:estigated re~otions. 'rhue, the oros.s section of meson production in 

nucleon-nucleon·,collis:i.ons at the proton 'e;ergy of 650.Mev: is changed as fast as 0.7';v/Mev, and 

at the energy of J50.Mev as J%/Mev. Bec~use of such rapid increase of the cross sections at 

the low proton energies it is necessary to have 'information not only about the mean energy but 

· also. abo.ut the ~nergy spectrum· of: a' be~~. The latter :is espe~ially desirable in the case 'when 

the decrease of. the prot~n beam energy is roached by ~lowing ·down the protons since this is 
' ' 

accompanied by"the essential. increase of the. beam ener~y spread. The purpose of this work wa.s 

to investigate the energy spectrum of the proton beam at 'several proton' energies in the region 

of 150 + 670 Mev. Besides, the measurements were·made of .the mean proton energy at various 

operation rejimes of'the accelerator~ 

2. The energY spectrum of Ilrotons. -. 

For measuri~ the proton ~peotrum the magnet with the pole diameter' of.IOO om and the field 

in ~ gap of 16000 Oe ,was used. The magnet was placed on the pass· of. the. external proton 'bEpm · 

(see' Fig. I) and could deflect it. at· the angle 2oo. ·A 'number of brass coliimators having e. form 

of vertical slit .,;ere placed before the magnet and could form the flat proton beam O.I + 0.7 om 

wide and 2om high. At the exit of a spectrometer the protons were registered by a. detector 
' ' ' ' ' ! 

consisting of thin (0.1 + 0.2 om) plastic scintillator,, and the photomultiplyer FEU-I9M pla.ood 
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P ~the proton beam,D= polyethelene absorber, K
0 

+ K5 =collimators, 

D = the proton detector, C = the recording potentiometer, 6 = the block for 

stretching the thread. 
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below it. The output impulses of the photomultiplier were integrated by RC-unit and the current 

(10-9 + 1o-7a) was measured by recording potentiometer EPPV'-51. With th!'l help of synchronous 

motor the detector could. be moved perpendicularly to the proton beam, and the change of the beam 

density J with the change of coordinate x (see Fig.I) was registered on the recorder tape. 

The characteristic curve 3 (X) is given in Fig.2. Simultaneously the coordinate marks were made 

on the recorder tape so that the coordinate X could be determined with the accuracy of 0.02 em. 

Another detector used in the device and similar to that described above could register the change 

in the proton beam intensity with time. The whole ~easuring cycle of a curve J (x) lasted for 

' minutes. During this per~d the value of the deflecting magnet field changed by no more than 

0.05 per cent. 

As is seen from Fig.2 1 the function :} (x) is we!l described by the Gaussian curve. 
' . 

The dispersion of this curve o is due to several factors: energy spread of a beam,. the 

scattering of protons in the air, collimator width and the scintillator thickness. Each of the 

factors mentioned above is characteri!lled by the correspo~ding dispersion 6t , contributing to 

the total dispersion 6 Preliminary experiments performed with the differential ionisation 

chamb'er2) showed that the mean energy spread of a beam was equal to about J Mev • Th~ dispersio.n 

6e= O.I(1 + liR)cm corresponds to this value at the maximum current of tho spectrometer magnet 

(R and 1 are shown in Fig.1). The least dimention of the collimators (d1) and the scintillator 

(d2) in the experiments described was equal to 0.1 om •. As the inequality d1,d2 « ~E must be 

fulfilled, the lower limit of 1 is equal to 2R. The distance 1 cannot be also taken too 

large because the scattering in ~he air behind the collimator K
0 

is growing quickly with 

increasing l : 6~ :::: 0. 12( i + li2R)312 em. '!{hen i is large the ratio 5e/ o; de~reases as 

1-112• However, in the interval 1< IOR this ratio is practically constant. Thus, 1 must lie 

within 2< 1/R < IO. The distance 1 was taken equal to 4 meters; this gave the spectrometer 

resolution dE/E dx ~ 1%lcm. 
.· I 

The ratio 6e/6s was equal to 0.1. Besides the proton scattering 

in the air behind the collimator K
0

, one should take into account also.the scattering in the 
. . , . . II 

air between the collimators. The estimation of the corresponding dispersion 65 (it is proper-. 

tional to the value i + li2R) shows that in our case I " ' 6e 65 =0.7. Thus, the scattering· 

in the air makes the main contribution to the total dispersion 6 • To decrease 6 5 , a thin 

polyethelene tube filled with helium was placed on the pass of the beam. This helped to weruten 

the scattering several times• 

The· energy spectrum of protQns can be found by comparing curves J (x) measured with the 

magnetic field I JH(X) I and without it IJ0(X) 1. In order to measure :1 0 ( X ) the detector 

\Vas moved to the· point A (see Fig.1) • Dispersion 6e was deterniined as a difference 

( 6~ -6~ )~ 1 Where QH and 0 0 are the dispersiOn Of the functions .:JH(X) and . :J0 (X)o ~n 
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~xperiments carried out with no helium tube the ratio 6e/6o was equal to 0.5. The value of the 

mean energy spread of the beam in this case was determined with the accuracy ~ 0.6 Mev, but of 

the form· of th~ energy spectrum it was impossible to say something definite. The application of 

helium incr'eas'ed the ratio 6e/C0 by a factor of 2.5; this made it possible to determine rather 

accurately both the dispersion 6e and the form of the spectrum. The funct~on F(X) describing 

the spectrum can be found by solving the relation: 

oa 

J"(x) = J Jo(x.:t,) f(t:,) d~. 
0 ' 

(I) . 

The energy spectrum of the beam protons was found to be symmetrical. It is well described by the 

Gaussian curve: 

(2) 

At the proton energy E = 665 Mev, the value ~E is found to be equal to (J.O ;t 0.6) Mev. 

(measurements performed without helium) and (2.7;tO.J)Mev (with helium). The weighed mean is 

equal to' 
~E = (2.8 ± o.J) Mev. 

The spectromet.er calibration (that is; determination of E and dE/dx) was made by the meth~d of 

current earring thread (see below). 

Dispersion value ~E found in this work differs from the estimation ~E <=4 Mev obtained inJ) 

·by the ionization chamber method4). The reason of this divergence (as shown in2)) is the increase 

of ~E in·the VIOl:k4), the authors of which d.id not take into account the effect of proton· 

scattering. 

The above method was used to measure proton spectra at lower energies as well, when the 

beam ~assing through polyetheleneabsorber was slowed down (see Fig.I). When. the proton energy 

decreases the energy spread of th~ beam grows due to the increase of the ionisation losses and 

the dispersion of the 11 straggl1ng11 type, arising because of fluctuations of ionisation losses. 

Therefore the relative dispersion AE /E is growing very quickly with the proton slowing down; 

this makes the performents of measurements. easier. So. at E = IB5 Mev helium is not applied' 
since . · 

already and wide oolliDW:tors (o. 7 .em) should be usedveven in this' case 6e/60 =2~5. The fumtions 

JH(x) ana J0(X) ~easured at low proton energy are in a good agreement with the Gaussian curve. 

From this follows that the proton spectra ¢(E) at low energies has the form of the Gaussian 

curve (2)·. At .the same time this confirms the above conclusion that the spectrum of unmoderated 

beam is described by the Gaussian curve. 

Dispersions AE measured by means of the spectrometer are given in Fig.J. The data on the 

relative change of AE with energy obtained by means of the chamber.described in2) are also 

shown in Fig.J. The results of the experiments agree with the theoretical depencience calculated 
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Fig.J. Dispersion of the beamAEat different proton energies E. + is measured by. 

a spectrometer, 2 is measured by means of the differential ionization chamber. 

The solid curve represents the theoretical energy dependence of dispersion. 
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L 
by taking into account the increase of ionization losses and the dispersion of the "straggling'' 

type. 

J. Mean proton energy· 

The most popular method for determining the mean energy of the external beam is the 

measurement of the proton range by means of ionization chamber4). However, this method in a· form 

described in4) leads to systematic error (2 + J Mev for E .,.650 MeT) due to the fact that in 

treating the Bragg curve the proton scattering is not taken into acco•1nt. This error can be 

removed by the proper correction, but eve~ in this ca~e the ionization chamber method cannot 

give the energy measurement accuracy better than 5 Mev at E ~ 650 Mev as the ionization potential 

included into the "range-energy" relation is not known well. 

The m.ethod of measurement of the Cerenkov radiation angle4 ,J) makes it possible to 

determine directly the velocity and energy of protons. This method is the most accurate at small 

proton energies. Its accuracy decreases with increasing energy and at E:::: 650 Mev it is equal to 

2 Mev. The optical~device for measuring the Cerenkov radiation/angle is complicated one and this 

prevents the method from wide practical application. 

To 'measure the mean proton energy we used the method of current earring thread'). It is 

described in detail in6) and in this work we only discuss briefly some questions on the 

application of this method for measuring the proton energy with accuracy better than I Mev at - . 
E "' 650 Mev. The scheme of measurements is given in Fig.I. The thin flexible wire-thread is 

' 
fixed with its one end in the center of the detector (in front of the scintillator) and passes 

through the magnet and collimators following the direction of the proton beam. In B· the block 

is placed to stretch the thread with the help of the load T. The current i passes through the 
) 

thread. If T, i and mean momentum of the proton beam P satisfy the relation 

P = cg2/i 

where o is the velocity of light, g is the acceleration of gra~it~), the hori~ontal 
projection of the thread and that of the .beam ooinoide. Placing .the detector. so that the 

scintillator should be in the maximum of the curve J(x), matching together the thread and the 

center of the collimator K
0 

slit, and measuring the current i we can find the .value P,with 

great accuracy. 

The relation (J) is valid 1:f' the thread is absolutely flexible and weightless. As the real 

thread is elastic a momentum appears opposing the magnetic-electrical forces. The momentum 

calculated by the formula (J) differs from the real one by 

(for copper wire). 
(4) 

H) og in the latitude of Dubna is equal to 2.9426, T being measured in gramms, i in apperes, 
and Pin Mev/o. 
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Here d is the ·diameter of the thread in em. The sign of this correction is determined by the 

directio!l of the thread motion to the equilibrium lJOsition, and as the thread oscillates' 

slightly with respect to equillib.rium po:3ition due to the accidental cha.nginr,s of current and 

magnetic field, the factor (4) plays the role. of accidental error and mu"st be included into the 

total error of a single measurement of the impulse P. ·The error (4) decreases by the factors 

2 or J'if before measuring tne wire is annealed by passing the high current through it. 

Besides the error (4) one must take into account also the sagging of the thread under its 

own weight which is characterized by the factor 

d212 /T 
0 

(5) 

·Here 1
0 

is the le!lgth of the thread. The thread is placed therefore below the beam trajectory. 

This is essential if the magnetic field is inhomogeneous. The corresponding correction can.be 
\ . ' . 

determined experimentally by moving the thread up and down. In.our case this correction did not 
' ~- . . ). ' . . 

exceed 0.05%. 

From (5) follows that the thread length 1 must be chosen as small as possible. However 
. ·, .. ' . . 0 

· .the accuracy of measurements decreases with decreasing the thread length since 
I . , ' 

~~ / AP:::: L-(1
0 

- L - R)Sin Q/Pl
0 

(6) 

(see Fig.I). The minimum length 1
0 

is determined by the accuracy ~Ymin with which the thread 

can be fixed in the center of the collimator K
0 

slit. In our case 1
0
=!6 m, L=9m ~nd. ~~ min=O.OJ 

em~ The thread is mounted automatically in the center of the slit by means of the·contact 

device. The error llP/P determined by the ratio (6) is equal to O.OJ%. 

As is ~Mn from (4,5) corrections decreases quickly with decreasing the thread diameter. 

So, the correction (4) measured at T=IOO g and d= o.or em turned out to be 0.4% (for P=IJOO 

. Mev/o) and at d=O.OIJ om the correction is equal to I.O% (copper wire). To use the wire less 

than 0,005 em in diameter and the length 1
0
ziO m is practically very difficult. The further 

decrease of corrections (4,5) can be rea,ched only at the expence of decreasing the load Tleight T. 

Simultaneously, it is necessary to increase the current i in accordance with the relation (J). 

The values T and i are limited by the mechanical strength of the wire. Fig.4 gives the current 

1 as·a function of the load Tat which the wire cuts off. For cop'per wire the border of the 

area of the admissible values T and i is described roughly by the circle (see Fig.4): 

(T/d2 X !04) 2 + (i/d X !0)2 = 22 
' . -· . 

(7) 

which could be used in choosing the optimum values T,. 1 and d (T is measured in gJ;"amms, 

1 in amperes and d in millimeters). 

In the· present work the measurements were carried out at d=O. OI om., T = IOO ·g. The current 

1 changed within 0.2 + I.O a. .T and i were measured with the accuracy better than 0,05%; . 

this made ·u ·possible to determine the mean energy of the. beam .E with the error les:J than I Mev: 

E = (667.! + o 7)Mev - . 
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Fig.4. The maximum current passing through the thread i as,a function of the load T 

causing the cut off of the thread. ! , § , 2 are measured for a copper wire 

o.006J,0.0099 and O.OI55 om in diameter, respectively.· The solid curve 

represents the circle (7). 
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(at the exit of the accelerator chamber). 

The indicated accuracy of measurements can be reached within the limited energy regions. of 

protons '(E> 250 Mev). At lower energies one has to use the small load T, to pass high current 

through the thread and use the thick wire; this reduces the accuracy of measurements. 

4. The beam energy at various rejimes of proton acceleration 

The value of the mean ~nergy of the beam E depends upon the accelerator magneti~ field, 

the character of the apeotra of the radial oscillation amplitudes, and the conditions of the 

beam extraction, that is, it is the function of a large number of parameters characterizing 

the operation of the accelerator, Due to this fact the beam energy is not constant and changes 

within·small limits because of uncontrolled changes of the number of the accelerator's 
1 

par_llmeters •. These fluctuations of the value E as is seen from Table I are equal to some Mev. 

Table I 

Data of 5.7.57 ),8,57 20.8.57 J.5.58 5,6.58 29.7.58 measureoents 
··. 

.~_Mev -. 67I.Ot.I.5. 667.8;t,I.O 667.It.0.7 658,8t.I.O 669;,Jt.I.O 666,Jt.I.O 
-· 

Data. of " 
measurements 20.8.58 I2.I0.58 

E Mev ' 665,J :ti.O 66J.2t.I.O 
' 

f 

The error of the relative measurements of four latter values is equal to 0,5 Mev ( in 

relative measurements the differential ionization chamber was used2)). 

The value E·can be changed within some limits by choosing the corresponding acceleration 

rejime, The necessity of such "regulation" of the beam energy takes place in some experiments 

iri:whioh the proton beam energy is required to be constant. As measurements showed (see Fig.5) 
' . 

the energy E depen(!s essel!1;ially upon the accelerator magnetic field, The "regulation" of the 

'\'~ue E within small limits can be reached also by changing the conditions of t~e beam 

extraction. (see Fig.6). The application of the indicated methods makes it possible to increase 

the proton energy up to the value 

Emax = 68J Mev 

Her~-the intensity of. the external proton beam reduces by the factor of ro3 • 

As it was previously pointed out the measurements of·the proton energy are. especially 

important if in experiments the slowing down of protons is used (this method is wi<tly spread 

F:i 

\ 
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Fig.5. The changing of the mean energy of the proton.beamwith the change of the 

accelerator magnet current 10 (!), and purrent 11 passing through the winding, 

correcting the position of the median plane of the magnetic field(§). Arrows 

indicate I 0 and 11 in the usual working re;Jime. 
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Fig.6. The ohanging.of the mean proton beam energy with the change of regenerator 

nn<>Hinn '7 (the nart of the device for the beam extraotioni/). 
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.and was used in a number of experiments carried out in laboratories of-different countries). 

In this case it is necessary to determine the energy of the moderated beam (which is not 

oonvinient as the absorber thickness is usually changed several times d~ing the experiments) 

or to make precision energy measurements of .the unmoderated beam using for determining the ... 
moderated beam energy the relation "energy decrease in the absorber - filter thickness". This'· 

dependence was measured for polyethelene (CH2)n (it is valid also for the paraphine) in the 
' . / 

region I'O + 665 Mev and is given in Fig.7. It should be noted that the application of the . 
usual ratio "range-energy" is not desirable as it leads to great errors.espeoially in the low 

energy region of the moderated beam. So, if the relation "range-energy" is. known with the 

accuracy 2-Mev at E:650 Me_v (that is 0.4%) 1 then in slowing down the beam up to IOO Mev the 

error in the energy determination increases up to 6-Mev and is equal already 4;o 6%, that is 

increases by the factor of I5. 
' In conclusion we want to thank A.A.Tyapkin for discussing the results of the present work. 
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